Summer Internship Programme

Computing Internships

Application deadline 9th April 2018.
Click on the title links for more details.

Machine Learning Engineering Internship, Kwerk, Oxfordshire

A startup with a mission to turn everyone into world-class problem-solvers and change meetings forever is developing a new innovation. Interns will help to lay the foundations for our ‘Knowledge Tool Genome’ by building a machine learning system and collaboratively design features to implement into our SaaS application, gaining valuable exposure to innovation and production software development.

Software Engineering Internship (Full-Stack, Web App), Kwerk, Oxfordshire

A startup with a mission to turn everyone into world-class problem-solvers and change meetings forever is developing a new innovation. Interns will help to lay the foundations for our ‘Knowledge Tool Genome’ by building a machine learning system and collaboratively design features to implement into our SaaS application, gaining valuable exposure to innovation and production software development.

UX Research Internship, Kwerk, Oxfordshire

A startup with a mission to turn everyone into world-class problem-solvers and change meetings forever is developing a new innovation. Interns will help to lay the foundations for our ‘Knowledge Tool Genome’ by building a machine learning system and collaboratively design features to implement into our SaaS application, gaining valuable exposure to innovation and production software development.

Data Team Internship, Marine Traffic, Greece

Work towards improved monitoring and predicting Voyage Performance of Commercial Vessels and/or suggesting Port Traffic Optimisation solutions by recognising behavioural patterns through evaluating positional data and fusing other data sources.

Computer Gaming Design Internship, University of Masaryk - Department of Computer Graphics and Design, Czech Republic

This two month Erasmus-funded summer internship presents the opportunity to assist gaming programmers at the University of Masaryk’s innovative computing department, within the European capital of gaming, Brno, to create the foundations for a fine-art interactive video game exploring the histories of a local Modernist villa.